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Preface

We have always been fascinated by language and identity issues. The three
authors of this book, two ethnic Chinese (Ling and Shea) and one Dutch
national (Anne-Wil), all speak English as a second language; we have also
all been “expatriates” and “repatriates” throughout the past ten years of
fieldwork on which this book is based. Each one of us has lived and
worked in more than three countries and in more than two languages.
Our constant reflection on our own experiences in coping with the
changes in our working lives and attempts to understand how to meet the
demands of our changing work environments have helped us stay passionately engaged with business expatriates in our research projects
throughout the years.
At the beginning of this book journey, Ling and Shea were both located
outside China working with Western scholars in Finland, the USA and
Australia. Thus, seeking answers on how Western, Indian and overseas
Chinese expatriates are viewed in China also held up a mirror for them to
reflect on their own acculturation and expatriate work experiences in
Finland and Australia. Later, they both repatriated to China for a period
of time, which gave them further inspiration and the exposure to understand China through both local and foreign eyes.
While experiencing a repatriation shock themselves, Ling and Shea
started to question and investigate further how work life might play out
for non-Chinese individuals in a contemporary and rapidly changing
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China. The frequent and at times almost daily exchanges with Anne-Wil,
based first in Australia and then in the UK, ensured the book incorporated a non-Chinese perspective as well.
We hope that we have done justice to the multifaceted phenomenon
of expatriates and their language and identity struggles in China.
Helsinki, Finland
London, UK
Melbourne, Australia
May 2017
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